
                  
Minneola Unified School District 

 
 

 

Tuesday, August 4, 2020 

 

Please take the time to read this entire letter as it pertains to important information in regards to 

what school will look like this year and explain remote learning.  First off, I want to thank you for 

your patience as the school district works through plans to keep schools open and available to 

all students as much as possible.  With that said, things will look different this year.  The Return 

to Learn Plan is broken up into three different sections with expectations under each. All the 

included information was gathered from local health care guidance, the KSDE Navigation 

Change document, and CDC guidelines.  Each section will be implemented according to what 

level of community cases that are active. We plan to start school on the Low Community 

Restrictions section where all students will be present. Students and staff will be expected to 

have their temperature taken at school or when they ride the bus.  All students and staff will also 

be expected to maintain 6 feet for social distancing when possible.  All students and staff will 

also be required to wear a mask that covers the nose and mouth.  The mask will be expected to 

meet dress code policy.  When it is feasible the staff will provide mask breaks by taking the 

students outside for classes or activities. In order to keep the school open as much as possible 

we will need to wear a mask according to health officials.  This will help to reduce the need to 

quarantine multiple students and staff when a case is brought to school.  

 

In regards to remote learning, at enrollment on August 6 from 7:30-7:30 all parents will have the 

opportunity to complete an application to have their child remote learn.  Remote learning will 

consist of the students being provided a school issued computer.  That student will be required 

to zoom in with all their classes for the entire school day.  A daily activity log will also need to be 

completed by both the student and parent. Both on-site and remote learning students will be 

required to complete the same assignments.  Some assignments will need to be modified for 

remote learning students to complete. This is the process that is needed in order for the 

Minneola schools to meet the required yearly hours set by the state. All students will have the 

first two weeks of every nine weeks to decide which route, either on-site or remote, they want to 

take.  After those two weeks have passed they will be in whichever platform was chosen for the 

rest of the nine weeks.  Remote learning is new to all of us and it will take some time to adjust 

for all involved.  There will be people available at enrollment to explain this more if needed.   

 

These are unprecedented times for everybody involved.  I ask that you have patience with the 

school as we develop and modify our plan as it is not set in stone.  Please communicate your 

questions and concerns to your administration and they will answer to the best of their ability. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Minneola Administrative Team 


